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Tonight the newly elected Student Legislature will convene fol' the first time. Fr. McInnes will address the legislators, as will the
Legislature's new leader, Student Government
Vice-President Kevin :McGovern. McGovern feels
lhat "as students of Fairfield University, we can
easily see how our school is growing to be one
of the finest. universities on the eastern seaboard. As the university grows, so should the
Student Govcl'nmenL The organization represenb the \'iews of the students and through its
\'arious channels it presents these ideas and
opinions to the administration. To have a strong

student government we need the support of the
student body,
I take this oppoltunity to ask all students to
support and take an active part in the government this year. Tonight will be the first formal
meeting of the '65-'66 year. At this meeting,
your officers will relate to you what they plan to
do in the year to come. With this in mind I
cordially invite you, the students, faculty and
administration to attend this meeting so that we
may take the first progressive step toward an
effective Student Government.

CAMPUS CENTER STARTS
WITH A BANG!!!
See Story Page 5

Fr. Mcinnes and newly elected Student Government Pre.ldent David Bannon perform their first otrlcl&l task together , . .

. , . and an explosion follows to break I;l'ound for tbe Dew
Student Center
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Students Aid In Local Social Work
Special Feanue
By John Nuzzo
About two and a half yean.

ago, during the '62·'63 academic
;year, two Sodalists and three
members of the Knights of Columbus formed a group to do

social work at the Child Guidance center in Bridgeport. The
idea originally came abo.ut when
two students attended a meeting of the Northern Student
Movement at Yale to discuss
practical methods of aiding in
the fight for civil rights. Think-

ing thal the best way to aid in
this field would be to help the
people help thel'llSelves. these
men decided on organizing a
tutoring program. With Father
J. Bresnahan. S.J., aiding them,
Thomas Calderwood, William
Byrnes, Jay LaCroix, Leo PaTimoth)· Buckle)' 'tutors at Child Guidance CUnic
quette and Michel LafItte made
contact with Mr. James Cooper tutOl'. The kids get to expect 1choose and what courses to. aim
who was at that time the Sen- you, look up tq you, and, some for, and it was at this time that
ior Psychiatric Social Worker rely on your just being there, the tutOl' received his reward
at the Guidance Center, To-- This is an important part of with the realization that he was
gether, they planned the be- teaching them," Father Bres· helping somehow. The tulor was
ginning of a tutoring program nahan has also noted that, "it Leo Paquetle '65 who has been
for emotionally disturbed chU· is absolutely necessary that no working with these kids for
dren in the depressed areas of Fairfield University student be two and one half years because,
Bridgeport.
allowed to begin the program "this is a work in the Civil
Two preliminary meetings unless he is sure that he has Rights mO,vement which seems
were held at the Center: one the time and interest to sustain a bit more helpful in t}le long
with 1011', Cooper and the second his devotiQn through the normal run than marching or picketwith the staff psychiatrist. The discouragements and difficulties ing for the simple reason that
actual tutoring CORunenced the which are involved,"
one gets in contact with the
following week. The program
The tutors well realJzed that people he is trying to help, Here
has expanded since that time to there would be no dramatic re- you must roll up your sleeves
accommodate emotionally dis- suIts at the start, if at all; but and work," Tom Schluter was
turbed and delinquent students, even with this in mind, dis- happy with the simple yet
coming of their own volition, at "Xluragement would come, as it meaningful respon~c., of a boy
the Guidance Center, Bishop jid to one man when, after a ("I got it dad,"/ aftCl' weeks
Sheehan Center, and Hall House period of time, he could per- of hammering over grammar
in Fr, Panik Village. There Is ~Ive no progress at all. A re- school math. During these
a total of twenty·three Fair- ward to these tutors is to see hours, Tom said his greatest
field University students devO,t· their studenl.<; awakening to ~ iitTiculty would be to help the
ing two hours per week each stimulus. a motivation to learn young fellow concentrate: the
in one of these three centers,
plus an "opening up" where the 00)' would co.ntinually repeat
The ages of the children being students shows confidence in that his "head felt tight" and
tutored usually range from 'lis teacher, "It is difficult for he tutor understood, Mr. Schultwelve to seventeen years, They them," said Tom Schlulel' '66 tel' refers to the students, not
are helped in any subiec.t that "to ha\'e faith in other people lS emotionally disturbed, which
they might be deficient in for because they've !>et"'n lct down is perfectly valid, but as bright
a period of one hour every week, so often," But with pcrsever- "lCOple with terribly cluttered
(luring which lime, "We show ance on their o.wn part, friemlli· minds, As a form of remedy, he
an interest in the kids and try ness and especially faithfulnes~ tries to make them relax first
to develop so,me type of rela- toward their student<;, the tu- and then, concentrate,
tionship." This interest is im· tors have evoked the trust of
Another Fairfield University
f}()I'tant to the kids even if it the s e emotionally disturbed student who has nO,ted satisfacis for only an hour: that is why young students. One student tOl'y results is r~red Huber '65.
"it is imperative that not even asked his tutor's advice as to His pupil began slowly, talking
one session be missed by a which high schools he should very little to Fred, He was an

Student'8 Tom Oook, lUck Fuller and

,,1m Cleary asaIst with homework

at Fr. Pa.n1ck VIJ.la.ge.

extremely slow reader and worried about making mistakes,
Thc tutor recognized tremend·
ous potential in the boy but no
incenth'e to produce: he didn't
like to read, Mr, Huber remarked that he believed his
purpqse in the program was to
show kids that there is a future
and an educative process and
then, help them find the incentive to put the two together;
he was not there to try and be
a psychologist 01· to get involved
in their home problems, After
many weeks of working to.gether, the youngster began to
respond until finally, one day
he walked in to meet Fred with
two books he had taken out of
the libral'y on his own initiative,
During the one and one-half
)'ears that Fred Huber has been
tulQring the boy, the student
only missed two sessions, Fred
reports that his student, with
the cooperation of a teacher at
Columbus, Mr, Tisdale, has been
getting along better in and out
of class,
A<; has been previously mentioned, these "rewards" come
few and far between at times,
and are often interrupted by
discQuragement and disappointment, but our fellow students
arc still striving. Dr, Lleman
who is in charge of the program at the Child Guidance
Clinic in Bridgeport has men-

tioned that he was, "impressed
by the Fairfield University students,"
The following is a list of the
students who are now tutoring
and who may be contacted by
anyone whq is interested in this
active work:
at the Child Guidance Centel'
we have . . ,
Donald King '66, James Gaughan '66, Peter Dean '66, Timothy Buckley '66, Peter Valukas
'66, Tom Abbl'uzzi '65, Bruce
Beckel' '67, James Brennan '66,
John Jopling '67,
at Sheehan Centel' we have.
Jack Comerford '66, Fred
Huber '65, Nick Retsinas '68,
Paul Wiehn '68,
and, at Father Panik Village . , ,
Dick Buongiorno '66, Leo Paquette '65, John Rose '66, James
Cleary '67, Richard Fuller '67,
Francis BrctClley '67, Thomas
Calderwood '65, David Cook '67,
Tom Cook '65.
These men have helped c.reate and keep alive the Fairfield
University tutoring program
which is, in Father Bresnahan's
words, "an exercise in Christian
concern for civil rights, social
love and charity, and commitment to the needs oJ the community and the development of
hwnan resources of those who
have sul'f'ered unjust deprivation due to social and economic
oppression."

THE

ONION PATCH
LED PAQUnn
Tbe Failure of Compulsloa
The time has come for us at Fairfield to realize the fuU
implications of the doctrines of Christian responsibility, Cree
-:ommitment, and love that we so Qften preach, For this reason
I cannot see how we c<tn compel students to attend week-day
Mass or annual retreat.
In doing so we admit either the failure of the catholic
training that our students have received, ironically so oftell
based C\Jl compulsion, or our own failure at Fairfield to present
the treasures and values of our faith in a light that would make
our students want to parlicipate in it fully,
The students at Fairfield are not hardened criminals in a
penal institution, nor are they products of an entirely pagan
culture, who have never heard Christ's call, For this reason, to
argue that we must force these students into a twQ-<!ay retreat
to reach their hardened hearts is fallacious. Fairfield has an
opportunity every single day for eight months a year to deepen
its students' appreciation of the Faith. By forcing them into a
retreat. to withdraw from the supposedly Christian aUllOJ;phere
of this campus, we only admit our failure and perpetuate it,
accomplishing no lasting good.
I have personally been \'ery much hurt to see on my own
retreats lhe attitude of those whQ were compelled to come. I
have been very much repelled and saddened by the action of
students forced to go to Mass, whose only thoughts are to sit
as near the exit as possible, to make a dash for the cafeteria.
1 can only imagine hO,w Christ must feel about those who reject
Him, But after four years, I can see no good that has come from
this compulsion, It is only an indication that in many cases
we have failed to inculcate true values and responsibilities.
Students who may wish that these compulsions co.ntinue,
because they are forced into a religious exercise that they would
otherA'ise ignore, admit to their own irresponsibility in religious
matters, an irresponsibility that is bolstered by the false sense
of se<:urity given by co,mpulsive exercises, They feel that by
going here their spiritual welfare will automatically be taken
care of by the administration, This is a completely unrealistic
attitude, that will collapSe when the student moves away from
our sheltered environment and into the world.
We must eliminate compulsion, but in its place we must
create an atmosphere oj. greater understanding of our faith, and
greater personal responsibility towards both private and social
manifestations of Christianity, We must emphasize and encow'age voluntary retreats and voluntary Mass, together with their
true role for nny man who is seriQusly interested and committed to Christ.
Christ's call was, "Come, follow me," He had no force,
except that of his own love, to compel men to do. so,
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Shaw's "St. Joan"
Opens Friday Night
"Saint Joan", a drama by
George Bernard Shaw, will be
presented by the Falrfield University Playhouse at 8:00 p.m.
on Saturday, May S. and Thursday through Saturday, May 1315. Mrs. Eileen Wilson, English
actress and director, will enact
the part of Joan.
The drama, which centers on
the life and death of JQan of

An:, is directed by Mr. Robert
G. Emerich, with the assistance
of James Fotta '65. Besides Mrs.
Wilson as Joan, the play will
present Rev. Lawrence Mullin,
S.J., as Robert deBaudricourt;
Mr. Richard Forsyth, Archbishop of Rheims; Dennis Brett
'66. Steward and Page; Robert
Mann '67, Bertrand dePoulengel'; Michael Dillon '65, Mon-

Jesuit Theologians
Elect Fr. Rousseau
the Society of Catholic
College Teachers of Sacred
Doctrine Convention in St.
Louis during Easter Week, a
group of Jesuits from twenty or
mo.re Jesuit institutions around
the country elected Fr. Richard
Rousseau, S.J., Chllll'man of th(
"ConCerence of Jesuit College
Teachers of Theology."
AI

Teachers Qf Theology is one oC
the groups that comes under
this latter Commission, along
with the Jesuit Philosophical
Association. Jesuit Historical
Association, nad others.

Fr. Rousseau was given a
mandate to organize the Conference more fonnally on a national basis and to contact professors of Theology in Jesuit
Seminaries as well as to their
The pUI'pose of this Confer·
active participation.
ence is "the promotIon and improvement oJ' the teaching of
thcology and the advancement
oC the discipline of theology in
Jesuit Colleges and UniversitiC'S." Over the yea!'s Jesuits
hllve been meeUllg informally
at the SCC'I'SD Convention, but
II was decided some two or
thr(.'(! years ago to fqrm an lll;sociation and this Is the result.

seigneur de la Tremouille; Wi.lliam Tumey '67, Gillis de Rais;
Michael Byrnes '66, Captain La
Hire; Vincent OJrciQ '68, the
Dauphin. Charles the Seventh;
and Frederick Huber '65, Dun-

ak
Also in the play are Peter
Burlinson '66, OUtplain; James
Abrams '66, Earl of Warwick:
Robert McDonald '65, Monseigneur Cauchon: Geoffrey
Hickson '67, Inquisitor: Ray_
mond Grogan '67, Ladvenu; and
Richard Downey '68, Executioner. The understudy for Mrs.
Witsqn Is Ellen Smith and for
Mr. Forsyth is Richard Downey
'68.
Working behind the ~nes
are the moderator, Rev. John
J. McCarthy, S.J.; the stage
manager. David Cook '67; the
business manager, Richard Meehan '65; and the house manager, Vincent Scerbinski.
I...

Mlsa EUeen WUMo .. .roan

U.B.'s van der Kroef
To Speak On Vietnam
Dr. Justus M. van del" Kroef,
chalnnan elect 01 the Political
Science Department at the University of Bridgeport and an
authority on Southeast Asian
alfaJrs, will lecture on "Vietnam - the Crisis 01 American
Responsibility" tomorrow night
at 8:00 p.m. in Gonzaga Auditoriwn. 1be lecture is being
presented by the Bellarmine
Series, in conjunction with the
Conservative Club.

of Indonesia and Melbourne,
Auslralia, his M.A. at the Univel'Sily of North Carolina. and
his Ph.D. Crqrn Columbia. From
1949 to the present he has been
an advisor to the Central Intelligence Agency. He has also
SCJ....ed on the Indonesian delegation to the United Nations,
All Jesuit institutions in the
editor and sta.ft" member of the
United States are members of
Indonesian Publications Bureau
the Jesuit Educational Ass0and U.S. correspondent for two
ciation, which has formal meetIndonesian newspapers, "Nieuings each )'CaJ' in connection
waigier" and "Java Bode". He
with the National Catholic
is now an American citizen.
Educational AssociatiO/l ConDr. \fan d@r Kroef has lJee,n
Dr. van del' Kroef was an in\'ention. The JEA is subdivided
appointed a Senior FellO\\' in structor at Hofstra College in
into four main commissions, one
the Russian Research Institute 1944-48 an assistant professo.r
of which is the Commission on
on Communist Mairs Qf Colum- at Michigan State University in
Colleges and Universities. The
bia Universities to enable him 1949-55, and was a part-time
Conference of Jesuit College
Fr. Kk:hard RoU88eaU, 8..11.
to complete his new book on lecturer at the University of
"Guerilla Communism in Ma-Ir
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - !la,ysia: Its History and Tactics".
In 1964, he was Visiting Pr0fessor of Southeast Asian Studies at Nanyang University in
Singapore, while QJ1 Sabbatical
leave from the University of
Bridgeport. He also taught at
the University of Singapore
Jolnal plans are being made
Mr. Finn also said "the com- during his stay there,
for the 1965 DQgwood Festival mittee feels it has an obli&:aDr. van del' Kroef recei..oed
to be held on May 14, 15, and tion to wam the student body
his A.B. from the Universities
16. The Bassmen, a well known
that tickets are being sold on Ir----~~~~-::_--I'II
band from Long Island, will be a first come-first served basis
~OLD'S
the second band at the Surf for the concert. With 1,000
Party. Along with the Jazz- tickets on consignment we can- PRESCRIPTIONS
masters, they will supply conSUPPliES
SUNDRY NEEDS
tinuous music Saturday night. not guarantee anyone tickets.
F.irfi.w Shopping c.ntw
Tom Finn, concert chalnnan. We urge the students tq. buy
said "I hope the Surf Party will their tickets early."

Dogwood FestivalPlans Completed

Seattle from 1955 to his appolntment as associate profesSOl' at the University oC Brldge_
port in 1956.
As an uuthority on Southeast
Asian all"airs, Dr. Vall der KroeI
has written nwnerous bqoks on
Indonesia, InclUding "Dutch
Policy In Indonesia. An Interpretatlon", "Indonesia in the
Modem World", and ''The Communist Party In Indonesia: Its
History, Program and Tactics".
He has also presented papers
before sociqlogical and historical socities and has been a
guest lecturer at John Hopkins
University and the University
of Chicago in connection with
special symposia on Far Eastern relations.
...,

I

Fairfield University Bookstore

Spring Jackets
REDUCED

be the
an exciting
day.
Theclimax
Rugbyot fixture
with
Manhattan Rugby Club and the
original sounds oJ. the McGowen
Brothers will be hard to top."

Voting for the Queen of the
'65 FesUval will take place today in Xavier Cafe (9-1) and
Loyola Cafe (5-6:30). The vote
of the student body will decide
the five finalists. These girls
will be judged on May 14 by a
panel of faculty judges, and
lhen the queen will be Cl'Qwned
at the Prom.

Ir-------------------------,
SOPHS:
Tomorrowvote SMYTH
Paid Political Advertisement

Were $7.50 & $7.75

NOW

ONLY

$6.95
NEW HOURS

'-5
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The Library
Affair •••
The length of time which has
lapsed between the now infam·
ous library incident and this issue of the STAG may perhaps
move some to say that we are a
little late in speaking out on the
problem. However, the problem
does not seem as topical as many
would believe, but rather one
of many which represent a trend
in the growing breach between
the students and Administrators.
There IS apparently little
doubt that but a small core of
adamant followers agree with
the method employed by those
"brave" souls who anonymously
committed a crime, a civil crime.
On the other side of the coin,
there are but a small core of
individuals who do not agree
with the objective involved.
Neveltheless, we are here
speaking of the illegal method
which was employed by those
who so casually represented
themselves as the "Voice of
Fairfield" in their fraudulent
press release. How presumptious
of these individuals to represent
lhemselves as speaking on behalf
of the Faculty and students
of Fairfield University to nationwide news media!
The Fairfield University Chapter of the AAUP immediately
released their proposal for action, calling for the expulsion
of the individuals upon apprehension. What remains to be
done is another thing. The President of the University also received a letter from over 100
students. formally rejecting any
sympathy with the action.
We are tempted to go on with
a ringing condemnation of the
action; but what purpose could

it serve? Better we should dwell
fol' a while on general milieu
and trend of the atmosphere at
the University.
Ff'w will deny that this has
been a year of crisis for the
University. Neither, however,
will many intelligent people
deny that crises afford those
involved with the opportunity to
bring about concrete and positive results. The question appears to be. "have we brought
about concrete and positive results from our crisis" this year?
Unfortunately the answer has
been NO on most occasions.
Why then haven't we been
able to bring about effective results and mature decisions from
the cdses that we have faced?
We can fall back, if we wish, on
standard explanations such as
"they don't understand me" or
worse yet, "they don't give a
d-n" but it apparently goes
somewhat deeper than that. It
seems to emanate from a breakdown in the respect that either
side must maintain for the other.
The first step must be to rebuild
respect for the opinions of the
other party 01' we shall never
get anywhere.
There must be a break down
of the "If you don't like it leave"
attitude on the one hand, and a
bl'eak down of the "I could care
less about this place" attitude
Oil the other hand, if we are ever
to release ourselves from the
downward plunge we find ourselves in.
The proof of the pudding is
in the tasting. If the taste is SOUl'
in illlyone's mouth we suggest
you put a little sugar in it to
sweeten it up.

Congratulations
The STAG congratulates Mr.
David Bannon of the Class of
1966 on his recent election as
President of the Student Government. We wish him the best
of luck in his endeavors to establish the Student Government as
a STUDENT body politic. We
also remind him of his duty to
carry out those promises which
he made in his program while
running for election.

While we are congratulating
people, the STAG thinks it filting to congratulate the Radio
Club which has finally gone on
the ail, after an entire year of
organizing and financing its
operation. They are a credit to
themselves and the University
due to their long hours of work
in establishing their organization.

And Thanks
On behalf of the entire student body we wish to express
OUi' thanks to the people responsible for moving the exam schedule up a week so as to afford the
undergraduate community the

opportunity to seCUre decent
summer employment.
Your understanding and appreciation of our plight is well
received.

May 5, 1965

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity
to clear up some of the confusion
caused by my March 10th letter to
the Editor concerning the Bridgeport
Area Club and Its role in the Thunderbird Car Raffle.
In that letter I made an unfortunate
error via my choice of wQI1ls which
caused some hard feelings and many
unwarranted suspicions. Although I
did not intend to question the Bridge·
port Area Club's motives behind its
ietter to the parents, I erroneously
used the word "deception" which autQmatically implied deliberation and
malice. This was not my intent, nOI'
my belief. In fact, the Bridgeport Area
Club is to be commended for its energetic and unselfish efforts.
Furthermore, I wish to express my
sincere regret for any harm my lettel'
may have done to the success of the
Thunderbird Car Raffle.
Sincerely,
Thomas Sclllueler '66

To the Editor:
The recent report in The Tlm~!1 regarding the "forbidden books" incident
at Fairfield has sparked a sympathetic
reaction from at least one alumnus.
While no practical consequences can
be expected, nor, I am sure, were any
seriously anticipated, the dramatization of a long-standing anno.,yance with
the policy of locking up books at Catholic schools is in itself significant.
While enrolled in a graduate program
at another Jesuit university a few
years ago, I for qne always found It
sadly ironic that the library browser
could uncover any number of strident
ravings written by racist sociologists
from the twenties and thirties while
having to show cause (!) and endure
annoying delays In onler to read SQrne
of the major words of western culture.
It would seem that possibly providing
the ethnic prejudices of many Catholics
with a rationale Is less harmful than
readily allowing them 11 first-hand ac·
quaintance with the basis of AngloAmerican empiricism as fo.und in
Locke and Hume.
In any case, I think it extremely
shol·t-sighted to attribute to spring
exuberan~ a show of protest against
the air of intellectual "ghettoitis" fostered by the Index. Certainly the
patent silliness of a kind of Easter
egg hunt involving books is no less
falUqus than locking up Balzac and
Spinoza to keep them from being
easily acquired by inquisitive university students. Furthermore, attempts
to placade a legitimate I'6entment by
alluding to a possible revision of the
Index some day fail to provide an
honest explanation for the continued
"saging"oj books today.
Thank you (or giving me this opportunity {or making a little sound of
solidarity with the "pranksters."
Richard A. Preto-Rodll8 '58
813 E. Ann St No. S
Ann Arbor, Michigan ..81Ot

To the editor:
As the four years of my college
career at Fairfield draw to a close I
am possessed with a deep concern. a
con~rn for this university in particular and for Catholicism and Catholic
education in general.
Institutionallzatiqn, paternalism, and
empt~ spiritualization can only create
sh'allow, naive,- Inauthentic and static
views in a world that demands depth,
authenticity and the ability to adapt.
The system has abandoned the individual and channeled his mind down an
increasingly narrowing path. The path
has become too nan'Ow (or his existence and his God-given potential no.w

cries out for justice as he tears him·
self from the womb.
They have systematized God to a
static concept irrelevant to man's
personal life - ironically, they have
done to GQd what they have done to
man. Abandoned him!
In this atmo;sphere of abandonment
we must not abandon but rebuild, we
must not cease but continue, for where
we continue this university continues.
where we cease this university ceases.
Respectfully
Charles C. Galardi '65
To the Fairfield Community:
"Laissez do.nc ceux qui veulent
lcmrner Ie <los au monde." Albert
Camus
Sincerely
Vincent It. D'Ale8Sandro, Jr.
Ed. TrlUl~ - Then, lea,'e those alone
who Wlllh to turn their back to the
world.
To the Editor:
In his essay "The Sins of the Legis·
lators" Herbert Spencer attempted to
show that legislators arc morally responsible fQl' the laws which they
make. He argued that laws, though
designed to alleviate particular conditions, do have a kind of momentum
which carries them inevitably beyond
their specific goals into society at
large. William James, eminent philosopher, tells us that "there can be no
difference anywhere that dqesn·t make
a difference elsewhere." We are told
in the Gospels that as we sqw, so shall
we reap. In short, we have heard
almost ad nauseam that we are responsible for our actions because they
do have ramifications which we might
never imagine. Yes, we have heard
this "truth" expressed until it has
become for us a cliche. When will we
listen?
Continued on PAGE 10
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Center To Cost

$2,000,000
Last Friday ground was a large recreation room suitable
bl"Qken for the two million dol· for dances, large meetings and
lar Campus Center, designed lectures, glee club activities,
to provide a focal point for all etc. This recreation room wlll
members of the University fam- open out on to a paved terrace
ily, students, faculty, adminis· on three sides.
trators, alumni and guests.
The central Iqbby and reFairfl.eld is receiving a loan of ceiving area is to be attractively
approximately 1.5 million dol- finished and will open on to the
lars from the Community Fa-I main lounge which is set four
cilities Administration in Wash- feet above the lobby floor. The
ington. 'Ibe University will have lounge itself is two stories in
tq provide the remaining five height and will command an
hundred thousand dollan.
excellent view of Long Island
The site for the campus Cen- Sqtmd.
tel' will be roughly between the
A cafeteria having a capacity
Gymnasium and Canisius Hall, of 250 seats will be immediately
ideally located for its centrality accessible orr the central lobby
to the entire campus, both ex- and will have counter service.
IsUng and future development. The basement floor will conTwo main entrances will be taln a mall room and student
provided. one oriented north to mail boxes, a large book store,
the dormitqry area and one three pennanent student oft'lces,
facing the sound toward the space for a future game roqrn.
future academic area.
storage facilities, and the new
The main or top floor of the STAG otl'ice.
new Center will provide a 600
'nIe stroctUl"e is to be mainly
seat dining area, a kitchen and of reinforced concrete with
serving area capable of serving some structural steel used for
up to 2,000 meals during one large open areas. The exterior
eating period, a faculty dining of the building will be prin·
room to seat 60 and three meet- cipally of precast concrete with
ing and dining rqoms.
exposed aggregate facing and
Thl:! ground floor will contain pqlIShed.::..:gr_~_'~te=.
_

THE NEW STUDENT CENTER

'GOP Elects Officers
Amid Much Activity

McDonald Heads
Campus Dems
Fairfield University now has
its own "Irish Mafia" due to the
recent election in the Young
IJemQcratic Club. The election
was held last Tuesday, April
'1:1. Jim McDonald, '66, of Stratford, Conn. was reelected President. Jerry Buckley, '66, also of
Stratford, was elected Vice
President. Bill Sullivan, '66, of
Linden, N. J., Treasurer. Sec-re-

tary is Jim Geraghty, '68, of N.
Babylon, N. J. Tom Mulligan,
'67, of Bridgeport, and Jim
Moore, '66, of RQcky Hill. Conn.
are the two new delegates to
the State Executive Board.
Part of the plans for the
coming year includes another
talk by the Malaysian Ambassador to the U. N., and also a
talk by a representative of Indonesia.

THE BACK
PAGE
by lay StaDdIsIa

It'lJ strange, It's so strange. What seems obvious to some
IlCOple isn't even regarded by others. In Selma and In Harlem
hundreds of CathoJIc priests and nuns march In civil rights pro.tests. This WIlS hailed as an indication that "now the Catholic
Church is really directly involved In civil rights." One of the
nuns said she was marching for the dignity of the human being
and the unity of man. By doing this they declared that they
support the whole civil rights movement with Selma as its
present symbol. They support the highly successful tac:tics of
the civil rights mqvement: orderly protests of civil dlsobed.ience
when legal methods have been exhausted. This means sit-ins,
marches, demonstrations, etc. Add to this the long-standing
policy of the Church In endorsing just strikes; that is, strikes
when there are just grevlances and reasonable certainty of success. Add this and you have the picture of an organization supporting man's basic hwnan dignIty and freedom. This is tq be
highly praised, but then...
We see: great dissatisfaction, a.I.mo6t anger, na.me-caUing
labelinc some as reckless and irresponsfble, and C'\-~n disgust,
"Now you've ruined this school, You'Ve shattered Its image."
An election-result: disdain, embitterment, perhaps worry,
anxiety. Afterwards: "Just keep quiet, klddies, and daddy will
see what be can do:'

Perhaps what they want is no students at all for they seemed
most satisfied when we "'-ere silent.
I'm not condemning anyone, but doesn't it seem strange?

states that after this session of
April 6 saw the advent of a Congress has closed ".f will be
new administration in the Re- happy to try to WQ,rk something
ouL" We are also hopeful that
publican Club here at Fairfield Senator George Murphy of callUnh-e.rslty. The annual election fomla will be able to spend an
meeting resulted in the selec- evening with the students of
tion of Matt Lyons '66, as Presl. Fairfield.

The Oampaa

I

dent; WilHam Garland '66, as
Vice Presldcmt; E. Gqrdon Haes·
loop '68 as Technical Secretary;
Ron Malinoski '66 as Secretary
and Bill Pintauro '66 as Treas·
urer. They wUl serve until April
of next year.
We ...."ere proud to be able to
send almost 700 signatures to
senator Dodd supporting the
United States position in Viet
Nam. This indeed shqws true
bi-partisan support of the finn
stand advocated by both the
President and the Republican
Senate Minority Leader. The
signatures represent less than
seven man hours soliciting, and
we are thankful to both students and facully for their sup.
port.
On Thursday evening, May 6,
the Bellannine Lecture series
....i ll present Dr. Justus M. Van
Der Krocf, Chairman Elect of
the Department of Political
Science of. the Uni..-ersity of
Bridgeport to ll-peak on the subject: "Viet Nam _ The Crisis
of American Responsibility.'
He indeed is no ordinary speaker, for Dr. Van Der Kroef was
born in Indonesia and has lived
for many years in Viet Nam
He is recognized as an expert
In Far Eastern Affairs and Is
known for his compelling and
fascinating repqrting and anaIy_
sis.
Tbe Club
The next meeting of the R,e.
publican Club will be Wednesday evening May 5, in campion
Conference Room, at 6:30 p.m
The main order of business concerns itself with the adoption
of the new Constitution presented at the April 6 meeting
Orientation AcUvities Day Committee will pro~e and select
the policy to be used f9r recruitment in September. All
members and guests are invited
Tbe Future
The Minority Leader of the
House of Representatives has
written the Club stating that
he is Interested in adrln$sing
Fairfl.eld University. Rep. Ford
in his letter of April 21

New MftDben

Those students interested in
working for Republican prin.
ciples next year and ~Irous of
an avenue fw expressing their
Ideas are most welcome to leave
their name with the mail room
In care of Box 674.

.-------------------------,
)
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Clnuernment
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ARTHUR DEL COLLIANO
The electiQnl; are over, the ideu with the new otrioen.
dust has settled and tonight the Now is the time for C'OIltroversy to begin.
new Student Govenunent will
Father Me1IIDes will address
be Installed. The Government
the Dew 1'O,·erDDleilt aad the
which should play such an in·
studeRt body at the lnaururatlmate part in the lives of the
lion. If for DO other reason thaD
student body Is going Into its
that, the student body shouJd
second year. Will next year be
attead tonight. It Is euentlal
a signitlcant Improvement? The
that the Preskleot of Ute Unt~uestion as alwayS belore can
only be answered by another \'eBity know that the students
stand bebJad tile l"OnmmeDt.
question. Will the students acU some of tbe orll"fnal, eteentlal
ti....ely support its gQ.vernment?
and ,'ltaI demaads of the (0'.This activity can corne in many
el'llmfllt of this year are to be
ways. The electorate has the
pdt mto dee" tbe 1ldnl1DIstrapower of the vote In aft"ecting
Uoa must be sure that tbe stuthe direction of the legislature
dea"
are beh1Dd the ro"emand the executive. It can make
<
suggestions which under the
It Is boped that this maurura.power of the ballot box will be
Uoa
wiD ftUmulate Interest.
listened to by the government.
Thl:! idea of IQbby groups ini· Please try to attend.
tiated by the students it Dot an
outlandish Idea. Support could $10,000 - $10,000 - $10,000
-;orne by putting the governOOLLEGE STUDENTS
ment under the public eye by
attendance at meetings. Par·
Plan now for your summer
ticipation in governmental func- wqrk anywhere In New
tions by active work and England.
money can help guide our ruling
InternationaJ Corporation
body.
Tonight comes a chance fqr now accepting student apstudent supporL Attendance at plications for slllIll1'ler posi_
the public Inauguration of the tions. Opportunity to gain
new olficers will be a good first experienee in many f1.leds of
step. It was made public S( the sqcial sciences.
that the student body could
$1,050
participate in this changing of
governmental hands. The Presl.
Minimum salary plus bedent, Vice-President and Treas. nuses for your summer's
urer will be sworn into oft:lce
(10 weeks) work and up to
A new Chief Justice will aJsc.
be sworn into otrioe. 'The new
$10,000
"haJrmen of the executive, acla Cash s c hoi a r 5 hip s
tivity, social. grievance and awarded to those qualified.
corrsepondence committees wi!'
Sign up in Placement Ofbe there for questioning. Here
flee first for interview which
Is a chance for the student bod~' will be held Thursday. May
to get to know these men. Per- 13,at 2 :30 p.m. Roo m 123
haps the students, after the Xavier Hall
Inauguration CQU1d talk over ,
.2

1,------------.
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STUDENT COURT
OFFICE OF THE IUSTICES
STUDENT COURT OF FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
FAJRFlELD. CONNECTIOUT
30 April 19135
NOTICE: OVER-eUTS. Policy concerning studentl! who are over
cut In any coune is herewith stated. Students who ba"e
exceeded their number of cute in any particular coune ha"e
In fact lost the right to eredlt for that coune. The Dean 01
Fairfield Unl...enlty. Re.... Father .lames Coughlin. S.J.• hBl!l
however granted this Court the power to gh'e credit to a
student If It detcnnlnes that a student can show cause for
80ch action. If this Court does Ddt find that a parUculaT
IltudeDt has shown reasonable cause for n.·ceh·h.g credit tbea
the state which he automatlcaUy Incurred by o\'er cutting
Is not altered. The Court bearing concerning O\'er-cut students "ill be on the Monday. Tuesday. and \Vednellda~' of
tbe final week of IIChool.
STUDENT A was brought before this Court to answer charges
of being on campus without notifying the Dean of Resident
Students. after having signed out fol' the weekend. In violation 'if: Those matters customarily considered disciplinary
as Slated on page 21. paragraph 3 of the Student Handbook,
1964-1965: "The weekend permission is not to be used for
the purpose of returning to the campus after proper hours
on either Friday or Saturday

regulations. This Court was thus cqmpelled, for the welfare
of the entire on-campus body of students, to place bim in a
state of "dormitory probation." The stipulations of this
state, as indicated above. were most clear and there was
nQ. room for mi.s-interpretation.
Now in this case it has been brought to the sHention of
the Court that Student B. did in fact only three days subsequent to the receiving of the original decision of this
Court. violate a donnitory regulatiQD by over-extending his
late permission on a weekend by almost one hour. Granted.
this offense is not a major one. but in the case of Student B
it does take on such a prQPOrtion. The duration of time
between this Court's first decision and Student B's fourth
offense being so short it limits any great consideration for
leniency .This Court has the responsibility of protecting
the rights of every student residing in the do,rmitories and
such total disregard for regulations can only be viewed
in a serious light. Therefore, in accord with the original
decision this Court sends the following recommendation to
the Dean of Resident Students:
This Court recommends that Student B, by
violation of his state of probation as imposed
this CQurt resulting from repeated dormitory
fenses, be denied his priviled of living on campus
the school year 1965-1966.

the
by
ofCor

GARLAND. .I.: The first matter to. be dealt with here is the Ll.'T IT BE KNOWN; The Dean of Resident Students has followed the recommendation of this Court.
interpretation of the weekend permission section of the
Student Handbook. The first two paragraphs on page 21
OFFICE OF THE CLERK
are so explicit that they do not demand any further exSTUD.t:NT COURT OF FAlRFIF.LD UNIVERSITY
planation. Paragraph three does require interpretation. This
FAIRFIELD, CONNECTICUT
Court interprets this sectiWl to mean that a return to campus at any hour on either Friday or Saturday, after one
has signed out for the weekend, constitutes a return to
I'AKKING VIOLATIONS
campus "after proper hours,"
The roUowing studentls are o\'eroue In the pa)'lnent or
their parking Uc.kelt8. May 14, 1985 hi the 8naI date lor
In this particular case Student A staled that he returned to
campus at 5 p.m. on Saturday. This Court deelates this to
payment of th_ tlckeb In tbe Office of Student Personnel
be a return to campus "aher proper hours" unless the de- Gym No. 11M. Sfomester rrades win Dot be made availfendant had notified the Dean of Resident Students. He
able to any 'Student wbo faUa to comply with tbe ab!)\'e
in fact did not. Furthermore, the presence of the defendant
regulation. In addfUoa. aD automatic fine of two dollan
('2.00) WIll be lmpoaed.
on campus at 2 a.m. on Sunday morning clearly indicated
that his intention was to remain on campus when he reC.... of 1866
turned. This he did so state.
Basmajian, A.
Johnson, J.
Student A did not fulfill his obligation tq make a reasonable Bromage, M.
Jordan. P.
effort to inform the Dean of Resident Students of his early Campbell, J.
Kane, K.
return to campus. Student A. as the records indicate. had Ciacci. D.
Kilty, K.
signed out for the weekend. This creates the presumption Coughlin, M.
Lombard, J.
in the mind of reasonable man that hc will not return tq Duffy. J. D.
McDonnell. A.
campus before Sunday night. especially since he indicated Fallqn. P.
Malley. J.
that he would not return to campus for the Sunday evening Fialek. E.
Martineau. W.
meal. If Student A wishes 10 alter this arrangement and Forth, D.
Pascale. J.
l'Cturn to campus before he indicaled he would. the obliga- Franci, A.
Protano, C.
tion rests upon him to rePQl't his presence. Student A ex- Galardi. C.
Scopp, T.
pressed doubt as to his obligations in this instance. If such Greco. D.
Shea, J. J.
doubt exists. the obligation clearly rests upon the one in Hardisty, R.
Sullivan, J. P.
Indelicato, P.
doubt to clarify his position.
The seriqusness of the defendant's obligation to report his
presence to the University is reinforced by the in loco
parentis relationship which the University assumes to the
student. The University is in the place of the parent. It is
charged with a parent's rights, duties and responsibilities
to a certain extent. Accordingly, it must have knowledge
of the whereabouts of its resident students. Thus the necessity for the signing out prqcedure is demonstrated. In addition it must be noted that the weekend permission is one
of stdct honOl·. The University accepts the student's word
that he is away for the weekend at the indicated place. No
effort. is made to check on the student to see if he is at the
designated lqcution. The violation of any honor syst.em may
only be viewed in a serious light.
THIS COURT DECIDES that Student A is guilty of the fact as
charged. Accordingly the following sanction is handed down:
On the Friday and Saturday of a given wee'kend Student A
will report each hour from 10:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. to the
Campion Mail RoQrn. The 12:00 a.m. check-in will be considered the official check-in for that particular evening.
STUDENT B was _before this Court for not complying with the
stipulations of a sanction handed down by this Court on 22
March 1965. (Cf. Stag, 3-31-65 - Student B _ third of.
fense) That sanction ·befng:, NoUce: From now until June
J965 if you are found guilty of violating any dormitory
regulation, regardless of its minuteness, you will be liable
to the loss of your on-campus liVing privilege for the schoo..
year 1965-1966.

Hammer, J.
Handa!. P.
Kwiatkowski, G
McGowan,D
Malinoski, R.
Meehan. T.
Osorio, D.
Parilla, R.
Rapier, J.
Rose, J.
Schaberg. W.
Stewart. R.

Fall, P.
Fo)ey, P.
Frechette, C.
Galvin. J.
Gatti. D.
Gregoli, J.
Griffin, M.
CI&/M 01 1981
Carew. P.
Glarmiello. R.
Howard, G.

Menendez, C.
Reilly. P.
Squelia. J.
Rose, R.

Kealey. J.
ClaM of 1868
Altham, J.

Paglaro, P.
3chenck, J.

Dfyer, R.

2 Able Leclurer Hold. Students
-BrI.tfJ1 (from Humor in Uniform.)
N1. II. part of their rehabilitation
progTam. prisoners in the brig of
the U.S. Naval Air Station at
Pell$8.cola. Fla.• are giveD leader_
ship lectures by iDlltructors from
the Chief Petty Officer Leadership Academy.
Included in a llCries 01 lectures
on "Conduct as a Pri40ner of
War" was one on EKape QlId
SlIrriMI. Theeffect on the prisoners waa vividly demODlltrated the
next day when ai.~ of them escllped
from the brig, using techniquell
described in the lecture. _R.C..J.
~plus 7 other examples or military mirth.
3

We',. Flrtll.the FIa.1 It took
Penny, a little girl in kinderI8rten, to show this family why
thel! should show the SLars and
Stnpes. Is patriotism "slirhtly
bad taste"? Read what happened
all down the street when Old
Glory started. flying from just'
one house.

4

Towud Mor. Plct.resq••
Ipeecllo Daffynitions; Commencement robes: Grad rags
(Mark Bellaire in Detroit Free
Preu) Wernher von Braun: Sir
Launchslot (Jack H. Maxwell)
... and more than twenty other
Quips & Twists.

5

QuotabJe Quo.... "I always
like to hear a man talk abouthim·
self, because then I never hear
anything but good."- Will
R()(JeTlJ & 11 other Q.Q·s.

6 Are TlIo.. "Wolv••" A.....
MEl (from Life in These United
The pleaaantly packaged young
NASA lleCl"etary was leaving the
Cape Kennedy cafeteria after
lunch, happily aooking up the appreeiative stares of IIOme 80 men
still seated at the tabla. When
ahe got to the door. one of the
men shouted. "There ahe ll:oell!"
and the entire crowd rushed toward her. She fled in panic. one
jumll ahead of the paek~just in
time to hear the ear-splitting
launching of a Titan miS'lile.
_Adolph... D. La.....,o. Jr_
!ndi..l.nLI", Florid..

-and 10 other true anecdotes.

7

Ttte R.ttI.....k.- F.et .nd

8

Book Section: Th. M.n No-

FellC)', How deadly is he? How
big does he grow? Does he have
to coil before he strikes? Here are
fascinating facts about a mod·
erately dangerous creature-including exactlll what 10 do if you,
or a walking companion, are
bitten.
IIody Knows, Plirt II, Can a btllli·

May. W.

Bittman. A.
Csengel', J.

1 OfWla.lt U.. Is Pomy1 WeU,
what is the use of butterflies?what is the use of religion? asks
Dame Edith Sitwell ... And she
urges you to discover that the
great poels "speak to all men of
that other life of theirs which they
have smothered and forgotten."

Stela.)

ClaM of 1966

Abbot. N.
Burlinson, P.
Cesario, J.
Comeford. R.
Durning. J.

Here's how to
get them ...

Talano. P.
Special. Students

Moore, T.
Riccio, F.
NOTE; All IOtatcmentls from the 01f1ce 01 the Clerk that ap_
pear In this newspaper are considered oft'lolaJ and e\'eJ')'
MERGARDT, C.J.: This Court decided previously that Student
member of the Student A8&ocIaUOD Is held responsible lor
B by his actions was an habitual offender of donnitory
tbelr couteat.

nessma.n throw new Ii¥ht on the

character and personal.tyof Jesus
Christ? Millions of readers all
over the world who have read
Bruce Barton's unorthodox but
compelling portrait of our Savior
would say "Yes." Here is the
second and final installment of a
book which bas gone through 41
printings in English and many
other editions in translation all
over the world.
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Poq. Se....n

Special copies
of Reader's Digest articles!
•••

To acquaint you with the interesting articles
and features in May Reader's Digest, we
make this special offer:
From the descriptions below, pick the /ive

9 ItPe)'a to IncreeseVourWord
Po.er. Does blurb mean a) effusive advertisement: b) impulsive
utterance: c) splash of color; or
d) stain? Learning the correct
meaning of words helps self-confidence, prestige, even four earning power. See how wei you score
on t his test of one-syllobu words,
10 Amerlce's Potenti.1 for
Gr••tness? A "Great Society,"
says this eminent scholar, must
have I) "an air of freedom; 2) an
air of adventure; and 3) a climate
of faith baud on 0 stondard ofrighl
and wrotlg," . , , And he tells you
why the lack of the third disturbs him profoundly-because
"you cannot have a good society
without good people."
11 The Femlnin. Mllbke, Are
you tiring of "experts" telling
women that being a mother "insult.'." a college education, "enslaves" them with how;ework?
Well here a Smith College grad
with 3 childrcn says there's a
middle ground ... and "1 know
there is a middle ground beeause
I'm standing on it right now!"
12 TIurt ....t In Your Tult.
Do you favor tigers, dinosaurs,
flying red horsC!l-or just more
miles per gallon? Here are some
facts about today's gasolines
which show that, whatever brand
you buy, refmers are giving you
better gasoline, at lower cost than
ever before, despite higher taxes!
13 HIJlnllsthetClinH8untVour
Uf•• A judge who has dealt with
many offenders 16 to 19 years old,
warns that "the word 'chicken'
has created more than its share
of trouble" ... and so have fraternity initiations, Read why a
juvenile police record can prevent
getting a job or entering a profession.
14 The Dellc.te Art of A.lI1nc
Questions. Many businessmen,
some husbands, and too many
parents begin an interview with
"Now, all I want is the facts·' .
and then follows an attempted
cross-examination. This article
shows there are better ways, developed and tested by experts,
Read why"fecd-back" often fools
fathers.
15 W"'t I. Le.dershlp? Him·
self the leader of all Allied Forces
in Europe, General Eisenhower
saw Winston Churchill, Gen, Patton, and other leaders of men
under stress. Whatdid they have?
In this remarkable article, written
especially for The Digest, the
General defines "the qualities
which I am convinced are the
CIJBe1IC6 of leadership."
16 Coed.? One Must Draw the
Line Somewhere! (from Campus
Comedy.)
Sorting out some recollections OD
the eve of his retirement as registrar of the Univ, of Mass., Mar~hall Lamphear remembered IL
tong letter from ILn applicant who
a.~keda number ofsellrching qUell-tiOllll, HislMt two sentences read:
"I understand yourcollege is coed,
Can I get. room by myself?"
_Broil''' AI" ..". ,u""IAl¥

- (and 12 other campus chuckles.)

you would most like to read. Circle with pencil
the numbers of these five articles, or features,
on the coupon below. Then mail coupon to us
with your name, address, and college class.

We'll send you free copies of the five articles
you have chosen without obligation.
This offer is good for only seoen days, 80
send us the coupon TODAY.

23 w. Clin't Let Them Oo.n.
How far should we carry the war
in Vietnam? When Stewart Alsop
tells you what he discovered from
talking to men like Nguyen Van
Thant (a North Vietnamese prisoner) and Capt. Robert Alhouse
(of Brooklyn) you'll seewhy "the
heart of this maHer is very
simple:'

29 The Gift 01 Understlndlnc.
You own the store. You know
that in the fragile, trusting mind
of a 4-year-old, "money" can be
anything he treasures-like 6
cherrystones wrapped in tinfoil.
So whatdo you do when the small
Cllstomeril.sks, "Isn't it enough?"
Read why this owner knew ex(Icily what to do-and why.

35Th. Lonc Steep HIO to Victory. A blind boy can't do college
mathematics, can he? Yes, he
can. Dave did it, using a Braille
slide rule. Dave earned his bachelor·sdegree in physics, too! Here's
a drama in real life about a young
man who believed enough in
himself so that he is now a graduate fellow at U. of Pittsburgh!

24 Eme,.eacy Seorvlce. Medicine's Newest Spuially, There
are now only 45,175 full-time
family doctors for a nation of 185
million people! In this alarming
situation, Hospital Emergency
Depts. must take over. . Yet
some are locked at night. Here
are described two emergency departments, one in California, one
10 Virginia, that have shown the
way.

30 Auplsto Ruschl's GIlrden
01 Eden. Watch gorgeous humming birds raising their tiny
babies in:l. zoo? Yes, in San Diego
and,soon, in Washington, D, C.thanks to South America's greatest naturalist. Meet a self-educatedgeniuswhosays, "thelonger
and harder you look at allY living
creature, the more marvelous
you find it to be!"

36 Sur.st Short Cut to Belnc
Your O.n Bo.s. If you have
modest capital to invest, a franchise with a good company offers
a good return with less risk than
you take when starting a n(lW
business. Here's how it works ...
why a wife is important •. , and
how the International Franchise
Assoc. and Better Bus. Bureau
can protect you.

2 S Guns b)' M.II, A Hetionel
Sund.l. Both the rifle with which
Oswald shot Pres, Kennedy and
the revolver with which he shot
the Dallas policeman were mail
order weaponll ... But ads still
run! Read why Senator Dodd's
new billll may help put an end to
this deadly traffic which endangers the lives of everyone!

31 Rube GoIdbe,.: M)' Most
Unfor.ettllble CIYr.cter. Few
men at 82 are all happy, or have
as many friends, What's the
secret of the inventor of the
"Rube Goldberg inventions?" A
man who has known Rube for
more than 30 years tells you why
n(lither early success nor age can
stop this cigar-chomping artist.

37 The)'Olve Into History. The
key to thousands of underwater
treasures had to wait for the in·
vention of the aqualung and tbe
birth of marine archeoloq. Read
how scientists are prowltng the
bottom of the ocean-and why
the rewards or this slow, outrageously expensive new science
are so fascinating that it is expanding fast.

20 Ioba ••nIYII Herfen: Toda)"s Gre.t DI.senter. Meet the
tall, impressively serene Supreme
Court Justice who has handed
down more than 150 dis.'lents in
10 yean. Read why he believes
the Court should not "be a general haven for reform movements" ... and why his decisions
may finally become those of the
majority!

26 The Nation that Tried to
H.lp ItuH.ln 1963, through hard
work and reasoned !Hate<manship, president Julius Nyerl're of
Tanganyika wall attempting to
weld a free nation out of primitive tribal peoJ;lle. Today he rails
lI.t "capitalb:lt lmperia1ist.~." But
i8 communism alone to hlame?
Read how U.S, dollars are hdping to discourage self-help among
new nations.

32 GI's-And the Glrfs from
Dubuque. "Two nuns playing like
Bob Hope and 14 pretty AmeriCiln girls are socko in Coffee House
Theater." Such was the headline
in the Army Chronicle about the
first Sisters ever !;Cnt to Europe
on a U.S.O. tour. Here's a
heartwarming account of GI reactions to Clarke College girls.

38Th. Rlsinc nde of AlcoholIsm. "I am," says Dr. Terhune,
"neither a prohibitionist nor a
teetotaler" . , . But "anyone who
talles even one or two drinks a
day may be headed for trouble.
There i3 110 tllre for alcoholism:'
This article gives the Doctor's 10
Commandments for the Prerenlion of Alcoholism,

21 We.t VlrPnle'. BIC c....
up. How do you get beer cans,
paper and rubbish off the roadsides of an entire slate? Here's
a report that will do your heart
good by showing what Americans
can do at Ihe local lnet Read how
tourists and new industries noticed the difference-including a
new food plant!

27 Are We Runnlna; the Rlpt
Sp.ce R.ce? Russia's admitted
to be one to two years ahead of
us in manned space flight, Does
this mean they are concentrHting
on manned satellite wro PQ1I3W hile
we waste billions trying to put a
man on the moon? Here's a summary of where we stand .. , and
of the arguments which are making Congress impatient!

33Mosl Brol, Suits the Brltl.h.
Need to rent a bridal gown, uniform, gray top hat or hunting
pinks and boots? Righto. Justcall
Mos.~ Bros. (pronounced mOllsbross). Read how thill incrediblf"
London outfitter with 21
branches has helped girls become
brides, rented uniforms to faraway Hawaiians!

39 Points to Ponder. "1 dread
success. To have succeeded is to
have finished one's business on
earth, like the male spider, who
is killed by the female the min·
ute he has succeeded in his courtship. 1 like a state of continued
becoming, with a goal in front
and not bebind:· -Geo. Bernard
Shaw-and 4 other ponderable
points,

22 Are You R•• I1)' In Lov.?
Would you be jealous if someone
else made a plar for him or ber?
Are you more III love when together or by yourself? You may
be surprised by the "right" answers to these and 8 other questions, which disprove that old
adage-"When it hits you, you'll
know:'

28 T1te Work tJt.It PJ8)' Built.
Can lei8ure make more jobs?
Lester Velie proves the lI.nswer is
"yes" by givlllg you facts on new
jobs for chefs (not "cooks"!) paying $10,000.$12,000 a year ... for
airline stewardesses, recreation
directors, travel agents-even
farmel'll who set up recreation
areas, take in cash.

17 Let'.GolntoO~It."...three
. , . two. , . one, . , ignition! .. ,
liftoff!" A Digest editor tells you
how it feels to be harnessed inside
a space capsule, .. accelerated to
27,SOO feet per sec., and make a
complete orbit of the earth, Are
Digest editors allowed to do
things like that? Read about the
new IS-ton marvel at Edwards
Air Force Base, California.
18 Is Th.r•• TEACHER on the
Flculty? In higher education today, says the editor of Harper's
magazine, "our whole system is
rigged against teaching:' Do parents, students and alumni givers
have to put up with this perversion of the chief aim of education?
He believes not-and offers some
blunt suggestiollll on how to
remedy the situation,
19 c.llfoml.'.Jackpotforthe
Jeble.s. In this upside-down state
it's not necessary to work to collect $55 a week, , . a tal/; on employen take~ care of that!
Thieves, dope-peddler~1 lazr.
housewives~ even "girl fnends '
collect. Read about a stale where
some labor leaders want to boost
payments to $80 a week!

34 Old Ben Franklin end Hla
Miser.bl. Mnlms. Supposeyour
son does a virtuou... action-do
you tell him, "Virtue is its own
reward?" Here'sa plea that heads
of ramities should recognize Ben's
maxims as "full of animosity
toward boys.'· It was written,
partly in fun, by a famous man
... A.'l you read it, can you guess
who'!

40 They Can't EIIt Our Kno.H••• In Mexico, 01/ of New York's
blight-resistant potatoes died.
Why? Here's a report, condensed
from the book "HungryNations,"
which tells why, in Case after
case, more on.-Ihe-spot research is
needed .. because U.S.-developed equipment and techniques
simply do not work abroad,
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5 T U DENT G 0 v ern men t ????
The h.llowing article by .lllmes Glammo, II.
Georgetown Senior. l!l rCllrinted from Stimulus,
a nmgwne published by Trinity, Georgetown,
Catholic University and Dumbarton Colleg~.

Where Nietzche Alive in this age of appraisal
(and I Cor onc am not certain that he isn't), he
would most assuredly comment thusly on student government in Catholic universities: "Yonder is the grave-island. the silent isle; yonder
also are the graves of my yooth. God, and Sludent government in G()(fs schools. are dead."
Due to the need for increased status .....hich so
many of us reel in these IlCrvOUS days of nuclear
weapon.., facial inequalily and "new Ice-Bluc
Secret" people have begun to "simulate" appraisal, that is offer value judgements in a wide range
of categori($ with which they are only slightly
familiar. Lamentably, this pocedure is symptomatic or our age, when only four ~:ears and
510,000 stand ix'tween rnan and consununate
intellectualism.
Admittroly, m~ appraisal (\1 student government is "slmulatro:' I possess no real knowlroge o,f the inner workings of student councils,
their elTectlveness, nor, for that matter, the
thoughts and/ol' motivations of student repl-esentali\'es. I have never been inclined to get on
the "inside": I write from the outside with the
thoughts lind criticisms of an outsider. My sole
claim Lo a \'ulidly based appraisal is that t am
a student who is represented by these select few
"insiders," However, I consider the opinion of
an "outsjd~'" just as valid as thut of an "insider"
when considel'ing such sabby complexities as
student government offers for analysis,
The mod notlcell.ble, lind Ilerh:lj>S most sub~tantllll, I'IClucnt. of student. goveroment Is Its
,'lccUons, ThCllC lIr~', In many w8o)'s, student gO\'crllllwnt's mOlot worthwhile ll.llpcctj for they encourll...e ~'ollnr..'liWn< of 18 through 22 to hnmersc
lhl'nuoeh'l'" In the flercety optlmlstlc world of
.;tml('nt 1..,nUn'. nern the !KIlitleal hopeful learol>
hoW 10 ful..lI'y hi" true personality IUId perform
henf'f1dlll funt'liom. for Ute "TOng reasons earUdill Uff' than thl' Ilormal per!lOn, Since e\'eryone
r,'cognlzl''i that ..tlldent.. cllmllalgn IsItUC1l ha\'e no
hope ..f realb.&lIon. eledJonOl. are determined b~'
th.. m:mdale of p('l'llOnallty cults which moab·
room nround 'lh... \'ariOllli candklates.
A dislinction should be made between the
grand.scale of personality cults and the numerical confmement of just plain "cliques:' The
aspiring student politician learns quite quickly
not to become associated with a "clique." which
is considered an unhcalthy sign for one who
intends to be all things to all people, The aspirant tends to avoid all social contacts which
might later b~ maliciously construed as friendships,
From the "heat" of these uselessly overtalked
elections, evolves a species totaJly distinguishable
(rom that brand of life that entered into them.
For, in order for one to be a "student" of politics,
one must realize that the pre-clection, opinionated politician has become, upon assuming office,
everyman's timid link with the school's administration, The one-time political theorist, who

believed in the possibility of etrective student
government, becomes content to fight (or cleaner
lavatories, student council holidays, and the right
to. commend deba.ting societies on their successful efforts,
The Student Government, it turns out, is composed of two types; first, those who have reached
the "top" of the political ladder. 'These are forgetful of their professed reasons CQr being and instead become desirous of smoothing over ~'
"irrational balances" their more "immature"
constituents might demonstrate In the face of
that apex of deus u machtn.. an administration
dec~. The SCCQrld type are those on the way up,
who. while listening with more interest to student needs and desires. ignore the more basic
ones in fear of being caught "tilting at windmills" carll' in their blossoming careers, 'These
last become politically popular by promoting
"happy CQ,llege times" via dances, rallies, etc,
But let. n Dot ertUclze. tbose ill stodeat.co\'erDment without. ant. examtniDJ:' CCDeral iH:udeol:ulmln.traUoa rea.Uoallblplt In Lar.rcer Catb..Uc
t1Dh'ersittes. Tbe I.JtepUtude
stud_I. go,..e m·
ment. coujd euUy be ucrtbed to human nature.
:'\11Ul naturall)· exkDd8 his true pef'llOll In order
10 at.taIn pl"K~ positlon8 aDd. ha\1Dg ODce
",ucceeded. teDM to sit. oD Ills laurels. But we will
dt~nI practJcal pe881mIlUQ U .. rea80D for Inept
..tlldent council!>, sbu:e tb18 "hanh aenttment" Is
!lot. unh'enally accepted, UDfortw:aately.
The more obvious cause of the prevalent ineptitude is cvident In the characteristic of catholic university life which Inherently affects student go,vernments; the feeling of overwhelming
uncertainty, The feeling Is a direct result of
the student's mental associatiO]l of his school's
administration (at least a part of its Image) with
unwaranted punitive measures. Not only students
at catholic institutions have been submitted to
moments or Immanent expub>io,tl or suspension,
thcre actually have been some cases of this sort
at non-Catholic schools, (One could cite recent
occurances at the University of California), But
it is th... Catholic student alone who. exists under
an axe that has vast historical weight. It is
flogma among students at Catholic universities,
that, while one might ha\'e the troth on his side
"The)'" jlL.. t might act Irrationally in any specific
instanc,~. This fact is documented by a series of
relatab'e "famous decisions" which have spread
traumatic experiences like 50 many grains of
salt.
Wb.Ue e\'er)' lttucleat Mould f~1 a debt of
KraUtude to"'anb hlI atRia mater. It Is lJIlly the
CathoUe 1It.ud_t who muat respoDd with 1mmedJ/tte lIubsen'lelK'C 10 a ~roup of people who seem
to lIleN'I~' tol~rale b18 pn:seace. A _tlmeDl
!ipresd... that lhe lDdebtedMSlt Is __ way, that
Ihe lICllIJol Ilhould v:preu DO obUptioa or re!>(M'et for the lndl,idual 8tudeat. wbo could onI~'
obtain an educatloa of the "wbole man" by ~
0' an Ad of adrnlalttlraUoa charft~·,
It is true that Ihis attitude d(leS not dominate
the ordinary student; in fact, the ordinary person
fights against such an Btmosphere of subjugation,
Howe\,er, he never expresses himself publicly
with any confidence. Rather, he keeps his
thoughts private, waiting to remit a resounding

0'

cry of denunciation upon graduation, f'O,r "the
school," it must be remembered, has previously
held a key to his future economic, social, and
psychological success, The result is a four-year
cou~ in apathy, which affects the majority's
apprQ8.ch to student government.
Thus, the government existing on the campuses
of Catholic unh'ersities can in a sense be considered "non-student" since it exists primaril)'
for the fe\\ who are connected with student
government, These few aim at only the superficial satisfactions of their positions, i.e. the presliege and psycholQgical boost it gives their emerging personalities. The tenor of student government. therefore, becomes focused mainly on the
ill;grandizement of the "jn.<;.iders:' arrecting fellow
students only with the by-products of social
functions,
Student complain......1"'1&)'" !tee1U to ret ..uIed
in committee medJocrlt~·; aDd E:"en If tbe8e gripes
are !§tron~ .. nou~ to ,,10 the "otes of a s'tudeat
eounrll. the)' are .»erel)· accepled graciously by
admlnl!itratlon otrll'lals wbu ",Isely reaIbe tbfl)'
can use sludeDt go\'ernmeaLJ u • read)'-mach:
sedath'e for undervaduate tea810a., If unbridled.
migh't ('\'oh'(' Into riot patterns. And these "rtots,"
II _m,., Ilrt" l...o nsklered .ttacks on tbe maaJfest
dlgnll~'
the power 8tructure whle.h took yean;;
of stubbomnCS!j and bedrock phUOljOphhIag to
establl8h.
Another technique thaI Catholic administration!> hal'e de\'eloped is becoming increasingl~'
prevalent. It Is the "cooperation with student
go\"elTlment to meet student needs" pattern,
which is used IlS the basic Image-building device
behind re<:ent curriculu reorganizations In Catholic institutions, These usually long o,verdue reorganizations are a source of pride for both students and student leaders alike, who feel the
success of acaclemic reform committees has renewed hope fOl' the achievement of an effective,
collective vo,ice. Actually, the administration's
respt'lmse is more likely to have been motivated
by a financial squeeze placed on Catholic colleges,
which must calch up with the academic advances
in the non-Catholic realm of learning or suffer
losses in enrollment. But this apparent "cooperatio,n" with student academic <,'ommittee has a
~ratirying calming erfcct on the ever-latent student bitterness.
Student Government can only In a vague sense
be considered "government," Tn1e, there are
elections, but these elections result in everything
and anything but significant action. Student
leaders, if they are subUe enough to realize this.
say that it is true only because student bodies
don't show enough interest, and If and when the)'
did, at that time student government wO;Uld become effective, The actual case shows that if
interested students did in fact take part, they
would only become more apathetic and pessimistic as to the future of student go\'ernment, with
its present make-up or leaders, attitudes and
functions is, charitably speaking, inept.
This is not a chalenge to student gO\·enunenL
to impro\'e itself: I am no,t optimistic enough
to think that we're on any 50rt of threshold,
Student government on Catholic campuses most
probably lies in the minds of the unborn.

0'

]C Prof Lectures Chem Club
I

in temprature o,f a full cell on scribe the effect of a variation
the measured EMF, whereas in temperature of a half cell on
the thermal coefficients de- the measured EMF,
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REVIEWS

liTHE ULTIMATE EVILII
THE SATAN BUG
I kind has finally found the u1.
for the Satan i timate evil; the satan Bug Bug began: "Throughout time not the bug, but the movie.
man has sought the ultimate
It is a shame that the aver·
evil . . ." After watching this age American movie producer
Hollywood farce It is dqubttul has not yet achieved the reall·
if anyone could deny that man- zation that the screen Is a
Advertisem~t

I was going to devote this space to an explanation of my
personal sLand on mandatory retreats, but at present that action
seems useless. As a matter of fact all action seems useless. A
iot has beeD said about the nobility Q,f fighting in spite of thf'
odds. of saying what must be said regardless of the consequences,
of getting dirty and sick and tired and still moving on because
it Is what must be done. But this is one fighter who is too dirty,
toQ sick, too disillusioned, too bitter to continue.
In less than a month I will pack my bags and glance around
Fairfield for the last time. I wonder what emotions I will feel
at that moment. I wonder what my last thoughts will be as I
drive past the pond and out the gates for the last time. What
words will I choose tQ closc my years at Fairfield. At present
I can think of only one parting sentence: "You are now leaving
Nowhere Town!"
Yes dear Fdrtleld, I lUll bitter - but It Is not you who are
to blame for my bltteme88. You are not the cause of my dJ.UJuslonmc"t, you are not the object of my &Com. You JU5t happeo
to be tbe pre8ent manlfestlon or an all prevadlng disgust. I'm
sick with !Ue. I'm sick with the world. There are too many
people yelling "jump" to poor confused hwnan beings standing
on the ledges of buildings. There are too many people leaning
out their apartment house windows to watch murder and rape
in the streeta below. There are too many people hating you becaues you're white or black Qf yellow or red. There are too
many people twisting what you say and what you do and what
you think; too many trying to make you selfish and dirty and
evil.
It .. DOt. FaIJ1Ield whieh 18 NO"'here Town. It Is the world.
JI Is not Fairfield Which baa falled me. It Is bumaa.lty. It Is

DOt. FaIJ1Iekl wbleb lea"cs a bitter taste In my mouth aDd .. rail·
ckl SIlleD UpoD my hand&. It Is life.
Pardon the cynicism. A Freshman walked into this school
three years ago. He was young and willing to learn. Somewhere
along the line someone gavc him a vWon of how the world
shquld be, of what people were really like inside. And he believed
it, and clung to It with his whole being, because it rang true.
Perhaps he still believes iL Perhaps he has to, because It Is aU
there is left to cling to. Perhaps the vision Is right, and he Is
just looking in the wrong places for confinnation.

place for art, and that he has
an obllgatlon tq himself and
to his customers to present
some semblance of truth in his
pictures. But I guess the American pUblic insists on being en-

Catch-phrase? Eye-stopper? bath service. ''To be really
No, merely the cry Qf Fredrich Christian means to be indiffer.
Nietzsche to the nineteenth ent to dogmas, cults. priests.
--entury European culture. As. church, and theology." Do aot
brilliant and turbulent critic of misunderstand this statemenL
his age. Nietzsche, in "Thus
In context it means that the
Spoke Zarathustra", concerns
tertained. and by some amazing himself primarily with his un- kingdom of GQtl Is in the beart.
quirk in our society entertain- derstanding Q,f God.
St. Augustine stressed this
ment and intellectual stimulation are considered In opposi_
In Nietzsche's mind, the ua- when he said; "Love. and do
tiqn to each other.
ditional understanding of God what you will." When God
has become more abstract than descends among men we tend
The film begins with the sup- real. "out" than "in", nihilating to develop an attitude of perposition that some government than humanizing. God, the .:>onal religion. for our neighbor,
biochemist In a top secret lab "Man-made" Being of anothel in a very real sense. becomes
in the Arizona desert has de. world, the "pie in the sky", the
Gqd In everything we know
veloped a new and amazing remote and yet "all-pervading' and see God. Religion is then
lethal virus, capable of wiping spirit no longer exists. This practical. alive, and working.
out all life in the world This ancient concept of a Diety Is
Nietzsche is a philosopher to
in itself is a scientifically un- self-eontradicto,ry and out of the ~ read with caution and resound premise, but it could be realm of reality. By giving man .;pect. Caution. because we must
overloqked if the rest of the nothing concrete. it creates a :tetermine the objects of his
picture developed realistically. vacuum, a Nihilism which can 30metimes violent attacks; reUnfortunately it does not.
be felt even today. By escaping :pect. for he recognized man's
Almost immediately George to another world, man develops need for a supreme which gives
Ma.haris appears on the scene an antagO)listic attitude towa.rd lhe world value and restQrCS
(minus his Corvette) as a sort himself. Man has neither God man fUlly to man. In this light.
of modified James Bond. It nor man. "We have deceived it Is my sincere desire that
seems the satan bug has been ourseh'es and this Is why we arc more people would become ac'!tolen by a madam and Ma_ In a state of pathos" Let US lUainted with this little known
harls has tq find It. Accompani- now see what Nietzsche sub- man who can undoubtedly Chaled by Anne Francis, whose stituted in its place.
lenge the core of all our bemerits both as an actress and
This new God of Nietzsche is liefs.
as a sex Image are rather Ques- the Supennnn. man at his con.
N. J. Grego
tionable, he sets out on a pro- sumate best, man fully realized. 1
_
longed search which ends in This is really the Christian Ideal
a helicopter plummeting uncon- newly attired. This new Introllably above Los Angles. The carnate is in man and heralds
helicopter survives. but the pic· the advent of a new kingdom
ture crashes quietly.
To be a citizen, rigorous mas.
In a final attempt to salvage tery of oneself wu demanded.
the t.....o hqur film. JI,Iahari~ This new Diety Is a close, per.
tacks a verbal message on the sonal one, one who can CQm_
end about war, peace and man. munlcate with man. He and
bue because of the conspicuous man are brothers, they can help
absence of serious thought each other. they can together
throughout the rest of the film live life.
this feeble attempt at meaning
Each man ean experience
also falls nat.
Superman personally by masterDespite Its obvious deficien- ing himself. In this way, man
ci(oc pechap, be- can become Supennan by .1:1
~-Ing
-. hnwever,
..
cause of them) The SataD Bug above the ordinary, the conwill undoubtedly enjoy a reason. formism. the ritualistic morali.
able degree of box office suc- ty of his ancestors. Rituals and
cess. It Is definitely a movie to credal expressio}\S leave man
see if you feel like escaping empty. Religion must be fosterfrom thought for about two ed within the spirit of man, It
hQUrS.
must be U'-ed and experleaced • The Paulist Father is a .Ilttn
F. J. o.
not simply saved for the Sab- . . . in every sense of the word. He

•.•••••. : .••.... :'....

Of the two emoliqns hatred is blunt but love is subtle.

You have to dig a lItie harder to see love. Maybe these
below the hypoe.r1sy, below the balf-tnIUaa, below the uoapokeD
thougbl$. there ill lo'·e•. Maybe the Administration does really

..

h..e the ",.dcot', """ Inte""ts at heart. Maybe the ,tudent

~

rcal1y is concerned with the University's Image. Maybe, deep
dqwn, the vision rings tnle. But there·s a lot of muck to apt
through before there is enn 1\ glimpse of that vWon.

IIGOD IS DEADII
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is a man of this age, cognizant Ilf
the needs of modern men. He is
Iree from stifling formalism, is a
pioneer in using contemporary
ways to achieve the conversion of
100 million non.Catholic"Amerlcans. He is a missionary to his own
people _ the American people. He
ulilizes modern techniques to luifill his mission, is encouraged to
;atl upon his own innate talents to
lelp further his dedicated goal.

This stage will pass. Bitterness and hatred can't survive for.
featuring The Greatest Names in Jazz
.
long. For some unknown reason I still have a certain amount Q/
• If the vital spark of servlng God
faith In the human spirit. Because of some Ideal which tempor·
NEWPORT FOLK FOUNDATION " - b tbe'....
:~ ~hrough man has been ignited in
arily seems insane, confidence in mankind will return. Some day
" IOU, why not pursue an investiga.
1 can forget about the people wbo enJoy perAOoal attacks, the :."
~ ion of your life as a priest? The
IIt:ople who &mlfe lUI iDdlvldulll In the b&Ck, wbo challenge hlA ,
.~ 'aulist Fathers have developed an
abllIty and his character when he mumot answer back, tbe ~THUlSDAY· RIDAY' SATURDAY' SUNDAY' JULY 22.23.24025;~ lptitude test for the modern man
people who refulW3 to accept the rl8k of responslbWty and COh- .:.
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performed by outsfanding misa
.0. IS can e a vIta Instrument
But now dear FaIrfteld, you are on the verge of fall~re. But ~
. ~ 0 help you make the most impor.
now you have hidden YQ.ur greatness and your dignity· ~ng a -t - .,
,., nc••ts and rroltctm Info~ _
• "ant deC:islon of your life. Write for
maze of public relations and among crics for confonnity. But ~ Art........ and 1'1... 1"1 COMerts cmd Worbhopa •• wrltet
~ It today.
now you ore on the brink of making a grave mistake. You may • NEWPORT JAZZ FESTIVAL
NEWPORT FOLK FESTIVAL
lose your individuality.
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Don't make that mistake. dear Falrfleld_ DQn't ever re-"
linqulsh your greatest asset. Don't surrender to the madness and ~
abandon
of the
times.the
Maintaln,
ward
sanely.
because
road is dcar
roughFairfield,
and the and
stepsmove
mustfor·
be
taken carefully.
I
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Madonia Elected
Grand Knight
Peter R. Madonia was elected
Grand Knight and Richard Peeararo was chosen as Deputy
Grand Knight in the annual
election of the Knights of C0lumbus. 1be voting was held
last Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. in
zavier 307.
Other officers chosen were
Gerard A. Smyth, Chancellor;

Robert J. Levens, RecQ.l'der;
Timothy J. Rabbitt, Warden;
Terence P. oTal, Treasurer; and
Peter S. Sztaba, Ad\'OCate. Also
eJected were John M. Rooney,
nrst Trustee; George G. Egan,
5econd Trustee; Ronald J. BIanchi, Third Trustee; and Michael F. Moore. Corresponding
Secretary.

More Letters ...
Coatlaued from PAGE ..

The (act that we students do not
acl respqnsibl~· Is testimony enough of
our immaturit)'. HO\\' many of those
who participated in the food strike
asked themselves: Why am I doing
this? What consequences will it have?

Is there a better means to the same
end? How many. on the contralj.'.
hopped thoughtlessly ontQ the band
wagon in a III of mass hysteria? Did
those who broke into the: library evcr

once wonder what consequences feed·
irlg I he story to the press might have
on the image of lhc: schqol? On lhc:
academic rutu~ of prospecth-e graduates? On anything? Did those who
hanged two faculty membel".i in el'l"igy
consider how they would affect the
l-eputations of their victims? If the)'
had legitimate gripes, did they take
them dif1!etly to the persons themselves?

l. Counting your riches?

2. How so?

That', a b1ugh.

The way Illgure it,l can
banily aHord to wake up
tomorrow mamiug.

3. I thought fou were loaded.
I run'C C-\"aclly a dollar
thirtY-I\\'O and three paget
o(

4. Call your dad. lie alwa)'s
comes through.
Not since be (ound out
about that pair of e1cphant
tusks I bought (or $19S.50.

gn..."t'll WOlIb.

It seems apparent to me that most
Fairfield students are prqlesting not
for some legitimate end but merely
(01'
the sake of protesting. This
further te:;tiftcs to our immaturity.
We. the students of Fairfield, are membel'S of a confused generation. We
know neither where we are going nOlO
why we nl'e headed there. All we
know is that we cannot be guided by
the traditiqns of the adult world: we
must be rebels. iconoclasts. Perhaps
the idols deserve smashing. but let
liS first examine carefully the consequences. Walter Uppmann recognized the same problem in his own
~enel'aUon and he writes in A Preface
to "I..ral,.: "While the rebel is in conflict with the established nuisances he
hilS lin aim in life which absorbs all
hi>; passions. He has his own sense
of righteousness and his own feeling
of communion with a grand purpose.
For In attacking idols there is a kind
of piel)'. in overthrowing tyrants a
kind of lo)'alt)·, In ridk:u1btg stupidities
an imitation of wisdom. In the heat oJ
battle the rebel is exalted by a whole·
hearted tensioo which is easily mistaken for a taste of the freedom that
i~ to come. He is under the spell of
lin illusion. For what comes after the
struggle is not the exaltation ()j freedom but a letting down of the tens.ion
that belongs solely to the slntggle itself." How
Mr. Lippmann is deS('rlhing the :r<illlation at Fairfield!

wen

S. Didn'l )'ou Icll him toW
werc in?

6. That's no problem. i\"e.>:t time
lOU get some dough, get
yourself a Living Insul"3RCe
Ilc told me l"d M\'C to
policy from Equitable.
demonstrate a more sensible
It's one of the most sensible
:ltlitllde tOWllm monc)' bdo~
things }'Ou can do with your
he'd shdl out an}1hing
lOoney. It guarantees $OCU.
above the sub5bteDl.'C level.
rily for your (amily, hllilds
C'1lsh values you call always
use, and l,- getting it now,
when you re young,

you pay less.

\

111 do it! But don'tteU dad
about my new stuffed

alligator.

For lmonnatloo about Uvinlluuraoce, see The Man from Equitable.
For information about career opportunities at Equitable, see your
Placement OfBcer, or write to Edward D. McDougal, Manager.
Manpo.....er Oevelopmeot Civilian.
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We, the students of Fairfield, are
"under the spell of an illusion." 1'bc
illusion is our !lCU-dcceptio.n about the
degree to which we are responsible
and mature. Let me illustrate. A peti1ion has been circulated recently ~
manding the abolistunent of mandatory Mass and mandatory retreats on
Ihe grounds that it Is not morally
right for a college to CQmpeJ participation in spiritual exercises. All of
us know that the real reason we
si~n('(1 thc petition is that ,,-e are too
lazy to go out of our way for SGRK'thing worthwhile but inconvenient.
Why dcceh'e ourselves into thinking
that we acted with noble motives?
Why deceive ourselves into thinking
that we knQw what is best for our
spiritual welfare? Why didn't the petition read: "We, the students of Fairfield, feel that mandatory Mass and
retreats be abolished because they are
n royal pain . . . ?" Maybe then the
petition would not be such a document
of Intellectual dishonesty.
The first step toward maturity must
be the recognition that we are Im-

mature. The student body must examine the events of the past few
weeks and prqfit from their mistakes
if they are to grow. I strongly urge
a re-examination of the mandatory
Mass issue in the light of Mr. Lippmann's comments. I sincerely hope

that the present undergraduates will
not cheat themsel\'CS and future students out of something worthwhile
because they are lazy and self-deceived.
Our actiolls of the past few weeks
ha\'e CQtwinced the faculty of our
immaturity so much so that many of
the faculty (eel it is useless to listen
10 the student any longer. 1bey are
comparing the student. body at Fairfield to the group of boys on the island
in Lord uf the Flks; It is about time,
they think, that the adults step into.
the plot and rescue the boys. 1bey
seem to (orget that the adult world
isn't much better than the state of
affairs on the island. Jt is unfortunate
that the facult)' are beginning to look
down upon the students from their
high pedestals. It is unfortunate that
student immaturity has forced. the
faculty to. fight back with a brand of
their own. The unending concern of
lhe faculty must be to help the students grow up. I hQpC: they will do
this in the same spirity with which
Christ said to the adulterous woman:
.. 'Woman, where arc they? Has no
one condemned thee?' She said, 'No
::me, Lord: Then Jesus said, 'Neither
will I condemn thee. Go thy way, and
f1'Om now on sin no more':'
Sincerely,
.-\ntbon)' l.aBruz:z~ '61

To the EditOI':
My I'eaction uftci' reading 11I'eviolJs
arlicles and lettel'S in the STAG is
thllt there is {I general dissatisfaction
with campus life hel"C lit Fairfield.
The multitudc of flyers swept beneath
my doqr, the demonst.rations openly
thwarting the paltern 01 existence here,
and the cover of night effigies which
make mock at authority figures together se-n.'e to dinn my lniUal reaction. It seems ob\'ious to me that
Ihis is a )-ear unique In many ways
from others I have spent at Fairfield.
During my stay here J ha\'en't ai\\<I)'s agreed wilh e\'eryone, but I can
honcstl)' say that I have respected
o.ther people's opinion even if it was
not in accord with my own. Unless I
could face these people with ~trut'"
th'~ criticism on their opinion which
would justify my ov.'n, I recognired it
to be most honorable lQ remain quiet
than to criUclze for the sake of criticism. Therefore most Ignominious sirs
who art' the catalysts of the present
unrest on campus I find that I cannot
accept )'ou no.r your ideas. I do not
respect your opinions nor )vur character, since you ha\'e proven by your
anonimity that you arc not men of
your oonviCtiohli.
I fact" YQll with a challenge. The
challenge is that you identify )"OurseU
with further protest. that you ha\'e
enough conviction in your protesting
to offer it to the proper channels as a
constructive alternative to what you
are prqtesUng against. Also worth
mention is that if you find life so
intolerable at Fairfield It would be to
the advantage of both you and the
university to find another Institution
more comforting to YQUr whims. Unless you can answer this challenge
and begin to act as mature Christian
gentlemen you will only reinforce the
inanity with which I charge yOu.
RoaaId J. Btutchl '6"

To the Editor:
To the Administration,
I am leaving Falrfleld with a bitter
taste in my mouth.
WUllarn J. FlahI,-e '6S
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SPRING GRIDDERS
START PRACTICE
B)· Paul Bather

Spring practice olIicially began a 'o\--eek ago yesterday for
the fledgling Fairfield University Football Club.
Under the carefuJ auspices of
Coach Ronald Nolting and Assistant CQach Doug Ciacci, 39
boyS showed up for practice on
a rain soaked field. Daily prac-

Quarterb:Ulk l'lIke Smith and center Ke,1n McGovern toucb
up 8JJna.l5 during Football Olub'. spriDg practice.

-

THE SPORTS DIU
It,. PHIL SIMISGALLI

tices, which last from 4 to 6 Followtoe' these are special
p.rn., are being held on the rug- paslI patterns wbkh aU p"yera
by field
run. to de"elope the player's
Coach Nolting IJtarted prac-

timing as well .. his hands.

tice "1th a grue.ling -et of cal.bthenJcs to lnlIure top physical
condition for aU participants.
These daUy exerclse8 are geared mainly to strengthen the
abdominal and thlKh muselelJ.

In order to instruct and drill
everyone with equal efficiency,
Coach Nolting has divided the
players into three tearns, but
the players were reminded that
this was only temporary. He
is gradually instructing them
In plays which will be used
during the season. A play handbqok has been given out which
shows all fonnations and blocking assignments. No equipment
is being used during practices
and as of )'et the other half
of the game, defense. has not
been touched_
Coach Nolting Is optimistic
about Fairfield's advance into
fOQtball In his Introduction to
lhe players by president Paul
Barnes. ('61) he stressed that
he was going out on the gridiron next faJl to field a winning
club. The best cleven players
wlU be out there at all times.
He ended by reminding the
players that this goal should
not only be his but the team's
also and that nil players must
have this fierce desire tQ insure
victory. Conquest Is a team
effort.

As we witness ground·breaking ceremonies and
erection of new buildings prevalent within the past
few months, one sees Fairfield definitely moving towards loWer heights. These new sights are an indica·
lion of our growth.
Let's settle on one topic, the Gymnasium, for
purpose of discussion, and note its role in the growth,
Halfback Ed Lamb, executing a down and out pattern,
present and future, of Fairfield University.
races vaJlaoUy with outstretched hands for o"ert.hl'own
1n the College catalogue, dated 1964-1965, the
Gymnasium is cited as having " ... handball courts
and provides facilities for boxjng, wrestling, tennis,
volleyball, cnlisthenics and general assemblies." No
one will deny the fact thnt the gym has facilities for
Kelleral assemblies (the Presidents lnaugaration and
Fathers-Son Banquet coming to mind), calisthenics,
and ,·olleyball. Tennis only requires the net's being
stretched across the floor (but why did the tennis
squad practice at the Westport Racquet Club during
the winter months 1) and, anyhow, the outdoor courts
By V.. D'AlesuDdro
the Van.lt)· will be -ebedallac of the season is tomort'QW at
lessen the need for indoor tennis to some degree.
. . dMllr aut to last bome lenni play-o. matcbes to d. 3 p.rn. against New Haven, and
However, the wrestling and boxing facilities must _tell of lite sea-. tile Fair· tenniDe who WIll tra,-el to New the scouting reports have the
be hidden in some secret annex to the gym (say, the Irld oetmea defeated 'Ute Unl· .lerse,· for the RIder Invttatlon- Stags coming out ahead by a
Blidgeport YMCA). One realizes that the special
aI TOW'DanleDt 0lIl Hay It, 15, comfortable margin.
exercise and calisthenics room is the game room. nnlty of Brtdeeport 8-1. Flnt L6. Ban1Dg an UPMlt. the top
Boxing may be a little expensive to finance (especially slncles wu the ouJ)' polDt cop- po8lUODS appear to be held by Alter Thursday the Stap beafter renting the Westpolt Racquet Club for the use ped by U.B. Lut Saturday's Nick Ovodow and Jay Deppeler, gin a four match road trip with
of its courts), and if this be the case, why advertise it 1 wiD. o,'er U.B. p,·e the StKgs the number one and two IInrles the posslbUity of a fifth school
being added to this SCll8(lDplayers.
Those who tried to initiate wrestling as a team a 5-3 record for the season,
clOlling tour. The odds favor
about a year back didn't get far with requests for the In the previous match, which The team's final home match FalrfIeId by at leas't three wlDs.
purchase of mats. Why advertise wrestling facilities 1 was also played at home, the
All of these things may be remedied now, but Tennis bu1fs raked Central Conlooking ahead, one foresees the University outgrowing necticut over the asphalt by
the Gymnasium. Let's be honest with ourselves-al- a tab of 9-0. This victory was
though the Gym is a relatively modern structure, it the team's comeback after sui·
is definitely antiquated in facilities. As it is at the fering three straight losses over
Flawless Shirt Laun d
' ...
ermg
present time, the Gymnasium must be shared with the Easter vacation.
Wlaalag
ouJy
one
or
their
Fail'field Prep to the constant chagrin of the University student who has tried to play basketball at the four holiday matcbes, (Fairfield
wrong hour of the day. One only has to look back o,·er SoutbeI'D. CoaDecticut 9-o)
Unsurpassed Dry Cleaning ...
to last season's Assumption game where hundreds the Slap IolR to U. Masa., Trinof home fans with tickets had to be turned away. Ity. aoDd Holy Croea. The lICOres
Or more recently, during this pass season, all the reepeeth-e17 were 9-0, 8-1 and
major hoop games were a sell-out (if one calls 1500 a 8-1. PoIDt w1I1Der for Fairfield
sell-out) thus refusing these extra receipts, so badly ia the TrbLIty matcb wu Dick
Plus a whopping Discount to
needed by the University Athletic Program. As the We.ta11 who out-pla)-ed hIa op-o
basketball team improves and starts to draw crowds, poneat to come out on top In
as it already has proven that it's capable of doing, tb.ree leta, 7-9, 6-4. 6-0. Ke"ln
All you
Students!
the Gym will not be adequate to accomodate the Ryan aDd Kent Hd, playing
demands of the crowds. Even next year, Director of third doubles, took Fairfield's
Athletics, George Bisacca, has stated that some home only pollrt from Holy Vrou In a
games might have to be scheduled at the New Haven closely contested match.
Arena, where all the Stag followers may see their Thosc who frequent the
team. As the school's own enrollment increases, the courts during practices and
present Gymnasium becomes obsolete. The idea of some of the matches havc seen
travelling thilty minutes to see a home game is ridic- three Freshmen· burning up .the
ulous, although it may be a necessity in order to tur.t with their StnOQ.th and fast
alleviate the problems for the time being.
play. Steve Smith, Jack McKenna,
and Charlie Cullen are
It may be wise for those who are planning the
future of Fairfield and its grounds to take a brief look rapidly proving themsclves to
into the investment in a real, live field·house. It will the "powers that be." AlJ Indibe needed desperatly before too long. One only hopes, callons have them moving into
CLEA.ERS~
for the sake of those who follow us here that the next some Influential positions next
1580 POST RD.
Gymnasium is functional as well as artistic and that
CENTER PlAZA
255-1068
ample facilities for all sports will be included in it. WltbID tile Den two "'eeka ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J
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Netmen Rack Central,
U.B., After Hard Recess

F. U.
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REMIND
Parents of Grid
Donations
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Stags Sweep

~ay
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esleyan

Ruggers Crush

Foe 33-3, 11-0
In Romp
B)' Pele Fan

Big John Bender goes high In the air to grab an in-boundlJ
jlllSS during Weslc)'an nuttch, as Stag's won 33-S.

Softball Enters
Third Round
By P"uJ "urhet!

(:ompetitiQll in the intramural
softball league is now moving
into the third round of play in

the season.
This )Icar's IntramuraJs are
being conducted In a round
robin fashion. with each team
playing a minimum of four
games. The better teams will
KO on tQ eliminate each other
in the remainder of each of the
lour scheduled rounds. Winners
of each round will then meet
in a final elimination contest
to detenninc the Junior-Senior
and Frosh-Soph champions.
All teams are entered in each
I"Qlmd, despite their won-lost

Connelly triumphed over Casey
and Wilinski. Other games included Kurt Kilty's upset win
over Pete Moran. and Richie
Delio's seven man team win
O\'er the ele\'en man squad 01
Bernie Casey. John "Far!" Sullivan and Ken Waters have
each hit two home runs while
AI Sullivan has one clQUt to
his credit.
In the Frosh-5oph dh'ision,
Bill Mazzarra won the first
round \ia a 13-7 ~in over Tom
Hennekens. Mazzarra had pre\'iously deCeated the teams oC
Aitken. Deely aJld Brown while
Hennekens chalked up wins
over Smith and Reitwiesner. In
a recen1 contest Deel)' beat
Aitken 11-8, with Joe Fallacaro
hitting a round tripper COT the

n'COrds in a previous round, to
insure all teams of equal op.
portunit)' to advance to the winners.
Barring inclement weather,
championship eliminations.
In the Junior-Senior division the Cour scheduled rounds will
the first round winner was be completed the last week beDave Wright via a 6-5 win over C<:rt" exams, and at present the
Bill Co,nnelly. Wright had pre- games have been played on
viously deCeated the telllllS 01 schedule with an enthusiastic
Moran and Donoghue, while turnout.

Golfers At 4-2 Mark
8)' l\lIkc Kell)'
Chisbolm No.4 Inlln Dotlg StanACter six early spring match- Ie)' and No.5 nmn Caplaln Ben
es, Fairfield University's Go.lt O'Connell. Close behind arc Vic
Team has complied a fine 4_2 (Jureh, Tom l\It.och:m. and GlIry
won-loss record, with their only L'llommedicu with 77, 78, nnd
losses coming at Ihe hands oC 18 a\'erages respooU\'cl)'.
Holy Cross and Wesleyan by
So Car this season three Fairlighl 4-3 scores. The opening field Shot-makers, Civieh, Meematch loss to the "Cross" was han, and Stanley have remained
CollQwed by decided triumphS undefeated in all their matches.
over Sl. Peter's, Quinnipiac,
Lowest medal score has been
University of Connecticut and carded by Junior Tom Meehan
finnlly n 7·0 stomping oC arch- with a 72 against U.B. O'Con·
rival University of Bridgeport. nell and Meehan each had glit·
Shllldiness seenu to be the tering 73's against Quinnipiac.
t"IIIl1'''' forte thi", )'ear as three
A trip 'to the Metropolitan
of the teanlS starting &even are Tournament in New York folsporUng 76 a\'eragetl with the lowed b;)' 5 remaining Intercolrest of the team Dot exceeding [Ieglate matches will round out
78. At 76 lire No. S man Jerry the larJeeSt Kolf schedule )·et.

Failiield Rugby Club took
re\'enge on Wesleyan this weekend CO}" last year's setback. The
game was played on the Stag
campus as the 'A's' won 33-3
and the 'B's' outlasted the Connecticut rival. 11-0.
The 'A' game was no conte.st.
The Wesleyan deCense keyed on
Doug Ciaccl and AI Sullivan,
Sullivan broke away Cor the
first score, After eluding three
tacklers. he lugged It across
!loom thirty yards out. Smith
missed the co,nvel'Sion.
Pat Scully scored next. Scully had been hampered by injuries the greater part oC the
season, but was In fine shape
Satul'day. He took the final
latcral on a movement Crom
ftCteen yards out, Smith missed
again on the conversion. Dick
Francis finished the scoring Cor
thf fl.n1 halt with a weak-side
Nn Crom the wevoen
Jay Kirwin started the scorIng in the secQlld hall on a six
yard scamper. Ciacci took o....e r
the kicking chores and made
the conversion good. SCUlly
SCQred again and Ciacci made
good. Ciacei then scored on a
penally kJck.

Dick Frnncls atlenth'el)' IIWUltS Illterlil pass from Chris
Grauet who f1rld!l hllllself IImonlfSt lhe arms of not-sofrlendl)' \Veslc)'all defenders.
Then Cal,taln Uhu:c1 w(l;wl'd
a.nd bobbled for lIe\'cnly-tin"
)'artls for the mO/Jt eleetrJr)'lng
run of Ihe dn)·. \VelllcYlin mnnared three points on II IloCnalty
kick and the gllme enth,'d 33-:1.
The 'B' team won their Courth
straight vietor)' and third shutout. All the scoring was dqne
by Webb McCaffery. He scored
twice in the first half on a goal
line power play. In the second
halC, he kicked a penalty kick
which was difficult considering
the bad angle. The Stag 'B's'
had Cew long Nns, leaving the

olTense generllily Cor the scrum.
Qucntln Greely came up with
some fine defensive plays at the
fullback position. He continually
kicked the Stags out of trouble
In the Cace of would be Wesle)an lackJers. An all-around good
deCense told the tale. Fairfield
9, Wesleyan o.
Next weekend the 'A' team
plays in the Harvard TOI.Imament and the 'B' and 'C's' take
on the Boston Rugby Football
Club. The 'A' team is Cavored
and should put on a gO,Od show
for Boston rugb)' Cans.

Rider Edges Batmen
4-2 By Error In Eighth
BI Joe Buckley

second with a .326 mark. Besides his superb fielding 'scooter' also leads the leam in hits
with 14 in 43 appearances at
the plate. Paul Garstka leads
the 'red and white' in the runsbatted-in department with 12.
Although their record does
not show t't the Slap han' lost
some close gamell to a few hlghI)' Ilroftclent ball-clubs. For instance, they lost 10 Southern
Connecticut (10-2) tllst Wt'f"k
10-8 with the (ring runs In
scoring position In the nln'tll.
A I;"round ball was hit to the
first baseman to end the Klilne.
As they say in bascballllltrlnnce
'the ball dWn't ha\'e e)'e8.'
The game beCore thal, St,
Peter's College edged FaIrfield
5-3 in a. thirteen inning nlTair.
In a game over the Easter recess U .too\( Upsala 11 innings
to. upend Ihe pesty Stags 7-3.
In other games ovC!r the vacalion Fairfield lost to Fairleigh
Dickenson 19-8, Central Connecticut 12-3, and New Haven

lege of Massachusetts. On the
Tuesda)' before the hoJidays.
Fairfield University, through
the 'red and white' upset the
their own mental eITOrs In the
Bay Staters 10-4 beCore a
eighth inning alter two were
cheerCul home crowd.
out, IQSt to a highly. touted
.)'meon was (rea t as he reRider baseball team 4-2 in New
gistered 12 opponents and the
Jersey last Sunday.
St.'ll;' 1mts came alh·e. Batch.
Rkler, which carried on 11-]
Skon)'lllli captain Helle)'. Garrooord Into tbe eontnt. opened
S'lka. ltDd soph Mike KeUy each
Ihe lK'oring In the boUom of
collC(·ted 'wo hUs. Kelly and
Ihe lMlClOnd wltb h~'o talllCfi. The
Benedict climbed In with two
Stags tied rt up In tbe top of
ICBI's Itillece. The \'Iclory wa.s
the fourth on a. walk, single,
clinched for Fairfield with three
and II. double by John Benedict.
runs In tbe firth, 1wo In the
Ed Skoczylas drew a walk and
sb:lh and 86\'enth.
wen1 to third on a captain Mike
Kelley's single. Bah Batch
A note oC interest Cor things
to come in Fairfield baseball is
grounded oul, to 8Core Skoczylatl
that firebalUng righthander Sylind ad\'ance Kelley to set'Ond.
meon has 30 strikeouts in 39
Kellc~'
eventually flCorcd on
Innings and shows much promBenedlct'li double. Paul Symeon
ise COl' many victories in Stagpitched a great glUnC In a lolling
land.
cause, Rider pla)'ers 8~ht 'he
was Ihe best pitcher iheY'\;e
SUMMER SESSION
seen 1111 )'ear.
Benedict is presently leading
Credm for Moe-ups
the Redwaymen in hitting with
State College 10-8.
8roadway Tutoring School
a .390 average. He has 12 hits
Fairfield's lone victory came
New Haven, Conn.
in 31 at bats. SkoczYlas is at the expense of Stonehill Col· 'L-:..;.,;.,.,;.,_-J

